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Iaroslav Pereiaslovets <iaroslav.pereiaslovets@linkdigital.com.au>

Syndication probs in iaruat 

Jane Andrews <Jane.Andrews@environment.nsw.gov.au> Tue, Nov 17, 2020 at 5:20 PM
To: Iaroslav Pereiaslovets <iaroslav.pereiaslovets@linkdigital.com.au>
Cc: Ricky Marquez <Ricky.Marquez@environment.nsw.gov.au>

Hi Iaroslav,

 

I’m having issues with syndication in iaruat – see following

 

1. Create new DOI organisation with new DOI record, and publish

Created new org with DOI minting enabled https://iaruat.environment.nsw.gov.au/organization/doi-2-org
Created new record in the new org, with ‘mint DOI’ set to “yes” https://iaruat.environment.
nsw.gov.au/dataset/asset_management/parent-vector-with-doi
For one of the attached resources, https://iaruat.environment.nsw.gov.au/dataset/parent-vector-with-
doi/resource/cd1dea41-63bc-4978-a596-6783c549d906/edit tried to set ‘Mint Handle’ to “yes”, but field locked
to “No”

 

Set ‘Approved for Open Data’ to “yes”, but record has not syndicated to test SEED
Tried to [SYNC ASSET], but the when I click [ACCEPT] the screen is frozen

 

                  

 

2. Create a new record in an existing syndicated org and publish

Select an existing syndicated organisation https://iaruat.environment.nsw.gov.au/organization/edit/australian-
government-department-of-the-environment-and-water-resources
Create a new record in the existing org, with ‘mint DOI’ set to “No” https://iaruat.environment.
nsw.gov.au/dataset/non-doi-record
Note as before, ‘Mint Handle’ field locked to “No”
Set ‘Approved for Open Data’ to “yes”,

record has syndicated to test SEED https://ckan.uat.edptest.info/dataset/non-doi-record
however clicking on the record name returns a 500 error  (instead of the record)
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Record has not syndicated to test data.NSW
Tried to [SYNC ASSET], but the when I click [ACCEPT] the screen is frozen

 

3. Repeated scenario 2, except created a new record in a non-DOI-enabled org

https://iaruat.environment.nsw.gov.au/organization/conargo-shire
https://iaruat.environment.nsw.gov.au/dataset/asset_management/record-in-non-doi-org
https://ckan.uat.edptest.info/dataset/record-in-non-doi-org

Record on test SEED returns a 500 error
Record hasn’t syndicated to test data.NSW
Again, get a frozen screen when attempt to [SYNC ASSET]

 

Over to you

 

Thanks

Jane
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